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Step 1  Study the following topic from the text book:
 Introduction 
 What is an Economy
 Vital Processes of the Economy
 Why study Economics
 Scarcity 
 Economic Problem

 
Step 2 If you have any doubts clear them with your subject teacher

and number of the subject teacher from the school website)
Step 3 Revise using the following 

Introduction 
a) An economist’s

market etc. 
b) It is the branch of knowledge in which those activities of human activities 

are studied which they undertake to acquire scarce means to satisfy 
unlimited wants.

c) Since many activities are going in and around us by many organizations 
and institutions, they are collectively known as economy.

d) Such organizations enable people to earn money and also produce goods 
and services which people require 

e) An economy is a system that provides people the means to work and 
earn a living.

Vital processes of the Economy
a) To provide living for the people, it is essential to undertake certain economic 

activities- Production, Consumption and Distribution.
Why Study Economics

a) Every activity is conducted for a certain reason
b) Economics is studied because it enables us to understand the different 

aspects of the economy.
c) But the main reason to study Economics is 
d) Economics is concerned with the 

of scarcity. 
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DAY 1-3 
Study the following topic from the text book: 

What is an Economy 
Processes of the Economy 

Why study Economics 

Economic Problem 

If you have any doubts clear them with your subject teacher(please check name 
and number of the subject teacher from the school website)
Revise using the following bullet points: 

economist’s language which consist of the terms like demand, supply, 

It is the branch of knowledge in which those activities of human activities 
are studied which they undertake to acquire scarce means to satisfy 
unlimited wants. 
Since many activities are going in and around us by many organizations 
and institutions, they are collectively known as economy.
Such organizations enable people to earn money and also produce goods 
and services which people require for use. 
An economy is a system that provides people the means to work and 
earn a living. 

Vital processes of the Economy 
To provide living for the people, it is essential to undertake certain economic 

Production, Consumption and Distribution. 
hy Study Economics 

Every activity is conducted for a certain reason 
Economics is studied because it enables us to understand the different 
aspects of the economy. 
But the main reason to study Economics is – SCARCITY.
Economics is concerned with the selection of resources under the conditions 

 

(please check name 
and number of the subject teacher from the school website) 

which consist of the terms like demand, supply, 

It is the branch of knowledge in which those activities of human activities 
are studied which they undertake to acquire scarce means to satisfy their 

Since many activities are going in and around us by many organizations 
and institutions, they are collectively known as economy. 
Such organizations enable people to earn money and also produce goods 

An economy is a system that provides people the means to work and 

To provide living for the people, it is essential to undertake certain economic 

Economics is studied because it enables us to understand the different 

SCARCITY. 
selection of resources under the conditions 



Scarcity 
a) It refers to the limitation of supply in relation to demand. 
b) It is universal that is every organization, individual, economy faces this 

problem. 
c) It calls for economizing of resources- Making the optimum use of the 

resources. 
d) It is not the only problem. Apart from this the resources also have alternative 

uses. 
e) Whenever a resource is used for one purpose, other valuable uses will have 

to be rejected. So this gives rise to the problem of choice. 
Economics Problem 

a) An economic problem is basically a problem of choice involving satisfaction 
of unlimited wants out of the limited resources having alternative uses. 

b) The reasons are:  
Scarcity of resources 
Unlimited Human Wants 
Alternative uses 

Step 4 Solve the following questions: 
1. Why do we study Economics? 
2. What is scarcity? Is this the only economic problem that a human being 

faces? 
3. What do you understand by Economic Problems? Explain the various 

reasons for such problems. 
4. What are the vital processes of an economy? To fulfill which objective these 

vital processes are undertaken? 
5. Define an Economy. 
6. Differentiate between resources and human wants.  

  
 Day 4-5 
Step 1    Study the following topic from the text book: 

 Meaning of Economics 
 Positive and Normative Economics 
 Microeconomics and macroeconomics 
 

Step 2 If you have any doubts clear them with your subject teacher(please check name 
and number of the subject teacher from the school website) 

Step 3 Revise using the following bullet points: 
Meaning of Economics 

a) Economics is a social science which studies the way a society chooses to use 
its limited resources, which have alternative uses, to produce goods and 
services and to distribute them among different groups of people. 

b) So it is all about making choices in the presence of scarcity.  
c) It aims to ensure that the resources are used in the best possible manner. 

Positive Economics and Normative Economics: 
a) Positive Economics studies the facts of life. It describes what was, what is 

and what will be under the given state of circumstances but do not pass any 
value judgments. 



b) Normative Economics tells us what ought to be. It tells us what desirable 
things that should be realized and what are undesirable things that should be 
avoided. 

Microeconomics and Macroeconomics 
a) Microeconomics deals with analysis of behavior and economic actions of 

small and individual units of the economy. e.g individual income, individual 
output, price of a commodity etc. 

b) Macroeconomics deals with study of the behavior of the aggregates of the 
economy as a whole. e.g national income, aggregate output, aggregate 
consumption etc. 

c) Both are interdependent to each other. The superiority of one over the other 
cannot be claimed. 

d) There is a need for a separate theory of Macroeconomics as microeconomics 
cannot study the aggregates of the economy as a whole. 

Step 4 Solve the following questions: 
1. Distinguish between Microeconomics and Macroeconomics. 
2. Distinguish between positive Economics and Normative Economics. 
3. Define Economics. What is it all about? 

  
 

 

 

 




